APPEL NOMINAL

20 January 1793

Haute Garonne
Calès
de Sacy
Delmas
Drulhe
Julien
Mailhe
Mazade

Bousquet
Cappin
Descamps
Dubarran
Jehon
Bergoin
de Leyre
du Plantier
Ducos
Fonfrede
Gazeau
Gensonnè
Guadet
Jay
Bonnet
Brunel
Cambacerès
Cambon
Castillon
Curèe
Beaugeard
Chaumont
Dubignon
Duval
Fermont

Boudin
Derazey
le Jeune
Mainville
Bodin

Champigny
Gardien

Perès We are a political body, and not a court of
Death
justice; we cannot make ourselves, judges
Death, with respite
without becoming despots. I vote for
Death
confinement (reclusion) and afterwards
Detention
banishment.
Death
Projean Death
Death
Rouzet Detention
I do not think I have power to judge; I am for
confinement.
Gers
la Guire Death
Death, with discussion as to the time
la Plaigne Death
Detention
Montaut Death
Death
Moysset Detention
Death
Death
Gironde
Grangeneuve Although many of my colleagues have
Confinement
manifested sentiments ill-agreeing with the
Death
impartiality of a court of judicature, and have
Death, with respite
employed all possible means of influence to
Death
extort from the national convention a sentence
Death
of death, I vote for confinement only.
Death
la Caze Confinement and banishment
Death
Vergniault Death
Death, with respite
Death
l’Herault
Fabre Death
Death
Rouyer Death
Confinement
Viennet An accumulation of power being monstrous, I
Death, in case of invasion only
declare myself incompetent to give any other
Death
sentence than for confinement.
Confinement and banishment
Confinement or deportation
Isle et Vilaine
Lanjuinais We have no right to put to death a vanquished
Death
enemy. I vote for confinement or banishment.
Death
le Breton If two-thirds of the votes were required, I
Confinement
might vote for death.
Death
Mauxel Confinement until we have peace
As a man, I do not think I have a right to take
Obelin Confinement and banishment
away the life of another. As a legislator, I never
Pastoret [Dead during the appeal]
will vote for death.
Sevestre Death
Indre
Pepin I am deputed only to make laws.
Confinement or deportation
Porcher Confinement and banishment
Confinement
Thibaut Death
Death
Confinement
Indre et Loire
Isabeau Death
A sacrifice of human blood can never be the
J. Dupont Death
foundation of liberty. Consequently I vote for
Nioche Death
banishment.
Pottier Death
Confinement or deportation
Ruelle Death
I fear neither factions nor robbers, their
Vigèe Confinement or banishment
menaces shall never prevail on me; I think
myself free, because I have no fear. Detention.

Isere
Prunelle de Lierre
Amar Death
Baudran Death
Boissieu Not having the commission of a judge, I do not
Rèal
consider myself as qualified to apply penal
laws.
Charrel Death
Genevois Death
Servonat
Genissieu Death
Vaublanc Detention
Jura
Amyon Death
Grenot
Babey Confinement or banishment
Laurenceot
Bonguyode Is it not time, that the blood of Frenchmen
should cease to flow? I vote for perpetual
le Montey
imprisonment.
Prost
Ferroux Death
Vernier
Les Landes
Gadroy
d’Artigoyte Death
Dirès Death
Ducos l’Ainé Death
le Franc Confinement or banishment
Saurine My constituents have not deputed me to be a
criminal judge
Loire et Cher
le Clerc
Brisson Death
Chabot Death
Foussedoire Death
Vanaille
Fressine Death
Gregoire [Absent by commission]
Haute Loire
Faure
Barthelemy Death, with discussion as to the time
Flageas
Bonnet, fils Death
Raynault
Camus [Absent by commission]
Delcher Death
Loire Inferieure
Jarry
Chaillon I have not been deputed to exercise the
le Fevre
functions of a juré. I hold my commission from
Meaulle
good men, who are enemies of tyranny and of
Millinet
every accumulation of power.
Villiers
Coustard Banishment
Fouchè Death
Loiret
la Boissiere
Delaguelle Death
le Page
Garan-Coulon I maintain that liberty cannot subsist with this
usurpation of power. Tyranny is always there
where some men are above the laws, and
others below them.
Leonard-Bourbon
Gentil Confinement
Guerin I cannot prevail upon myself to put to death a Lombard-la-Chaux
Pellè
vanquished enemy.
J. B. Louvet Death
Lot
Cayla
Alboys The fear of poignards has no influence upon
Cledel
my heart. No man can be punished but by
Delbret
virtue of some law antecedent to the offence.
Mont Mayan
Ansy Confinement
Saint Andrè
Boygnes Confinement
Salleles
Cavaignan Death

The National Convention ought to consult
only justice. I therefore give my opinion for
banishment.
I have no doubt but that if the people were
consulted, they would choose the mildest
punishment. I therefore must in consequence
give my vote for detention.
Let my vote expose me or not to abuse or
menaces, I pronounce boldly for confinement
or banishment.
Death
Not withstanding the menaces which have
been thrown out, I vote for detention.
Confinement
Death
Confinement
I will not, like others, invoke the penal code,
since we have lost sight of those wholesome
forms that were instituted for all citizens.
Besides, I do not think, that we have a right to
inflict the punishment of death; nor does the
interest of my country require it.
The punishment of death being an outrage
against humanity, and my powers not being
unlimited, I can vote only for detention.
Death

Death
Death
Death

Confinement
Confinement or banishment
Death
Confinement or banishment
Death

Death with respite
Nature has impressed upon my heart an
invincible aversion to the shedding of blood.
My opinion is that one man has not a right to
condemn another man to death.
Death
Death
Confinement

[Absent through sickness]
Death
Death, with respite
Death
Death
Confinement

Lot et Garonne
Gayet-la-Prade
Boussion Death
Claverie I cannot pronounce upon the fate of Louis but
Laroche
according to the constitution. Now the
Laurent
constitution speaks only of the forfeiture of the
Noguer
Crown.
Dorisy Confinement
Paganel
Fournel Death
Vidalot
La Lozere
Aubert Confinement
Monestier
Barrot As the death of Louis does not appear to me to
Pellet
be necessary, or even useful, to the republic, I
Random
vote for detention.
Servierre
Maine et Loire
de l’Aulnay le jeune
Choudieu Death
Le Clerc
d’Andenac l’Ainè Confinement
le Maignan
d’Andenac le jeune Confinement or deportation
Le Paux
de Houilliere I am not a judge; I am merely a legislator.
Pèrard
Consequently, I can vote only for detention.
Pilastre
de l’Aulnay l’Ainè Death
La Manche
Hubert
Bonnesoeur Death
Laurence
Bretel Confinement
le Carpentier
Engerrand Confinement
le Moine
Gervais-Sauvè If the people had been willing to accumulate
le Tourneur
upon my head the various functions of accuser,
Pinel
juryman, and legislator, the burden would
Poisson
have been above my strength. I vote for
Ribet
confinement.
Havin Death
La Marne
Drouet
Armonville Death, with discussion as to time
Poulain
Blanc Banishment
Prieur
Charles Charlier Death
Thuriot
de la Croix Death
Vatelier
de Villers Death
La Haute Marne
Valdruche
Guillardin Death
Wandelin-Court
La Loi Death
Monnel Death
Rousseau Death, with discussion as to the time
Roux Death
Mayenne
Plaichard-Chottiere
Bissy, le jeune Death
Serveau
du Rocher Death
Villars
Enjubaut Death
Esnè Death
le Jeune The law of death not being applicable to the
case before us, I abstain from pronouncing
judgment of death.
Le Meurthe
Molveau
Bonneval Death
Lalande Confinement and banishment
Levasseur Death
Malarme Death
Michel Confinement and banishment
Salle My opponents have said, “Do not appeal to the
people, because the people would not vote for
Zangiacomi
death,” but for my part I wish not to vote but
as the people would do.

Not to oppose the constitution to the penal
code, I choose rather to vote for confinement.
Confinement or banishment
Confinement
Having examined my conscience as a public
man, I give my opinion for detention.
Death
Death
Death
[Absent by commission]
Death
Death
Confinement
Death
Confinement
Death
Death
Banishment
Death
Death
Death
Death
Death
I vote freely for detention.
Banishment
Death, with respite

Death
Confinement
Death
Death
Death
Death
I except myself as judge; therefore I can vote
only for confinement, as a measure of general
safety.

Perpetual confinement
Death
As the stability of a republic does not depend
upon the life or death of a single individual,
and killing a tyrant is the last resource of
tyranny, I vote for confinement.

Convinced that the day on which the head of
Louis should fall would probably be that of the
establishment of a new tyranny; and
apprehensive that his death would be for
France what that of Charles I was for England,
I give my opinion for confinement or
banishment.
Confinement and banishment

La Meuse
Baroche The judiciary power being no part of my
commission, I vote for confinement.
Harmand I cannot bring the punishment from the penal
code, since you have discarded all the forms of
it. I am therefore for banishment.
Humbert Confinement and banishment
Marquis I am for provisional confinement.
Morbihan
Audrein Death
Corbel A measure of safety is preferable to a rigorous
application of the law. I therefore vote for
provisional confinement.
Gillet Inaccessible to fear, I assert that capital
punishment is useless and dangerous. Perpetual
confinement.
le Mailland Confinement and banishment
Lequinio Death
La Moselle
Anthoine Death
Bar Death
Blaux Confinement
Couturier [Absent on commission]
Merlin Confinement
Nentz Death
La Nievre
Damrobe Death
Guilrault Death, with discussion as to time
Jourdan The punishment of death is contrary to my
principles. I cannot put a fellow-creature to
death.
Nord
Aoust Death
Carpentier Death
Cochet Death, with discussion as to time
Duhem Death
Fockedey Confinement
Gossuin [Absent upon commission]
Oise
Bèzare Death
Bourdon Death
Calon Death
Charles Villette Confinement and banishment
Cloots Death
Couppè Death
L’Orne
Beauprè Death, with respite
Colombel Death
Desrouais Death
Dubois Death
Duguè d’Assey Having never been able to satisfy that I could
be both legislator and judge at once, I vote for
detention.

Moreau The safety of the state does not appear to me to
require the death of Louis; I am for
banishment.
Pons Death
Roussel Far from being dangerous, I think it sound
policy to let Louis live.
Tocquot Confinement and banishment
Michel Confinement and banishment
Rouault Confinement
le Hardy Farewell to the liberty of my country, if we are
to be everything at once. No! We are not
judges. The death of kings has never been
salutary to liberty. If the convention were to
judge, I should wish to see at least sixty of its
members excluded. I am for confinement.

Thirion Death
Becker Neither the menaces with which this tribune
has resounded nor those puerile fears with
which people have sought to fill us shall make
me act contrary to my sentiments, which is for
confinement and banishment.
la Planche
le Fiot
Legendre
Saustrault

Death
Death
Death
Death

Merlin
Poultier
Pryese
Sallengros
Senault

Death
Death, with discussion as to time
Death
Death
Death

Delamare
Godefroy
Isorè
Massieu
Portier

Confinement or banishment
Absent upon commission
Death
Death
Death, with respite

Fourney The constitution has not inflicted the
punishment of death upon kings who may be
guilty of conspiracy. I am therefore for
confinement and banishment.
Hosdiniere Death
Thomas If the enemy invade our territories, I vote for
death; otherwise for detention.
Valazè Death

Beauvais
Billaud Varennes
Boucher
Collot d’Herbois
Danton
David
Dèsmoulins
Dussault

Fabre d’Eglantine
Freron
Laignelot
Legendre
Marat
Bollet
Dannon

Duquesnoy
Enlard

Bancal

Blanval
Barrere
Dupont

Sanadon
Pèmartin
Comte
Meillant

Biroteau
Cazanies

Departement de Paris
d’Orleans (Egalitè)
Death, with discussion as to time
Death
Osselin
Death
Panis
Death
Raffron
I vote for death.
Manuel
Death
Death
A man may be, in my opinion, an excellent
patriot without putting to death his fallen
enemy. I vote for confinement and
Robert
banishment.
A. Robespierre
Death
M. Robespierre
Death
Serjeant
Death, with discussion as to time
Thomas
Death
la Vicomterie
Death
Pas de Calais
Garnet
Death
Guffroy
The experience of those nations who have put
le Bas
their king to death proves the contrary of what
Magniez
you hope for. I am for confinement and
Thomas Paine
transportation.
Personne
Death
Varlet
My conscience points it out as my duty to have
nothing to do with the penal code. I am for
confinement and banishment.
Puy de Dome
Couthon
The thirst of vengeance and of blood is found
du Laure
only in individuals and factions; but never in a
Gibergues
great nation. I think, besides, that the majority
Girot-Pouzol
of French citizens would not vote for actual
la Loue
death. A legislator ought to resist all private
Maignet
passions which surround him, to brave with
Monestier
firmness every danger, and to obey nothing
Romme
but his conscience and his reason. I am for
Rudelle
detention.
Soubrany
Death, with discussion as to time
Hautes Pyrénées
Ferrand
Death
Gertoux
Behind this mausoleum I see a lion springing
la Crampe
from his den, and a dangerous enemy
Picquè
substituted in the place of a vanquished one. I
vote for confinement.
Basses Pyrénées
Casenave
Being a legislator, I am not a judge. I cannot
vote but for confinement.
I am only at liberty to adopt a measure of
safety, which is confinement or banishment.
I am for the same punishment as the last
speaker.
It would, in my judgment, be a most mistaken
Neveu
measure to cut off that head which may one
day become useful. Confinement and
banishment.
Pyrénées Orientales
Fabre
During the war I vote for confinement; and
Guyter
after peace is established, for death.
Montegot
Death

My conscience tells me that Louis deserves
death.
Death
Death
Death
Laws of blood ought not to be among the
principles of a republic. The right of death
belongs only to nature. Louis is laid low upon
the ground; it is too easy to kill him for me to
give the blow.
Death, with discussion as to time
Death
The tyrant has deserved death. I vote for death.
Death
Confinement
Death
Death
Death
Death
Confinement and banishment
Confinement and banishment
Confinement and banishment
I vote for detention, because the nation ought
not to be influenced by sentiments of revenge.

Death
Death
Death
Confinement and banishment
Death
Death
Death
Death
Death
Death
Death
Confinement and banishment
Death
I am for death; but not till after the cessation of
hostilities.
The accumulation of so many inconsistent
powers appears to me, notwithstanding the
paradoxes and sophisms which art has
invented in the course of this proceeding, to be
a monstrous tyranny, in which I am not
willing to bear a part. The only punishment
applicable to Louis is forfeiture of the crown.
I fulfill my duty in voting for confinement.

[Absent through sickness]
Confinement and banishment.
Death

Haut Rhin
Joannot Death
Albert Provisional confinement
la Porte Death
Dubois I am not a judge. This character belongs to
Pflieger Death
none of us. If we were judges, we should
Rewbel [Absent through sickness]
perform the duties of such, and observe forms.
Ritter Death
I am for provisional confinement.
Bas Rhin
Erman [Absent through sickness]
Arbogast I see the security of the republic depends on
Laurent Death
the detention of Louis until time of peace.
Louis Death
Bentabole Death
Rhull [Absent upon commission]
Christiani Confinement
Simon [Absent upon commission]
Dentzell Confinement
Rhone et Loire
l’Evêque Death
Bezaud Confinement and banishment
Lanthenas My opinion is, that Louis deserves death; but
Chasset The convention, by its conduct in the violation
only in case of a foreign war.
of judiciary forms, has convinced me that it
Michel Reasons of state and of public good make me
does not mean to place itself in the situation of
incline to detention.
a judge. It is therefore not permitted me to
Moulin I vote for death; but not until all the Bourbons
vote for death. I am for confinement until the
are expelled.
time of peace.
Noel Pointe Death
Dubonchet Death
Patrin The existence of Louis is useful; his death
Dupuis, fils Death
dangerous.
Eusset Death
Pressavin Death
Forest Confinement and banishment
Vitet Confinement
Fournier Confinement
Haute Saone
Balivet Confinement and banishment
Gourdan Death
Bolot Death
Siblot Death
Chauvier Confinement and banishment
Vigneron Confinement and banishment
Dormier Death
Saone et Loire
Mailly Death
Bertucat I cannot judge arbitrarily in this case.
Masuyer Confinement till the peace.
Perpetual confinement.
Montgilbert If the enemies invade the French territory,
Bodot Death
then only I am of opinion that Louis should
Carra Death
die.
Gelin Death
Moreau Death
Guillermin Death
Reverchon Death
Guilmardet Death, with discussion as to time
La Sarthe
Primaudiere Death
Boutrone Death
Richard Death
Chevalier The law does not permit me to pronounce any
Salmon I am for detention lest the anarchists and
other sentence than forfeiture of the crown.
ambitious find in the death of Louis more food
Froger Death
for their intrigues.
Letourneur Death
Syeyes Death, without a word more.
Levasseur Death
Phelippeau Death
Seine et Oise
Mercier The sentence of death is impolitic and
Alquier Death, after the peace
dangerous. The phantom of a king may be of
Audoin Death
marvelous
service
to
us.
Perpetual
Bassal Death
confinement.
Chenier Death
Kersaint I do not think myself called forth to pronounce
Dupuis Confinement
a judicial sentence. And if I were a judge, I
Gorsas Detention
should vote in mercy, and not in hatred. I have
Haussman [Absent by commission]
no notion of a great nation acting from
Hèrault de Sechelles [Absent by commission]
revenge; in this struggle the inequality of the
Lecointre Death
parties makes it shocking. I am for
Tallien Death
confinement until the time of peace.
Treilhard Death
Royt I vote for death, but not until after the
constitution has been ratified.

Seine Inferieure
Lefevre
Albite Death
Mariette
Bailleul Consider that before posterity the illusion will
cease, and the passions will be no more. You
wish for the happiness of the people, and the
Pocholles
head of Louis is your security for it. I vote for
Rualt
detention.
Blutel Confinement and banishment
Bourgeois Confinement and transportation
Delahaye Confinement
Doublet The evils which the death of Stuart brought
Vincent
upon England make me vote for detention.
Duval Confinement and banishment
Faure Confinement and banishment
Hardy Confinement and banishment
Yger
Hecquet Confinement and banishment
Seine et Marne
Mauduit Death
Tellier Death
Cordier Death
Bernard I am for death, but not until after the
de France
constitution is settled
Bailly de Juilly I consider Louis as an hostage necessary to
Vigny
public tranquility. I am for confinement and
Geoffry, l’Ainè
banishment.
Opoix
Himbert I have the fullest conviction that I cannot act
Bernier
as a judge. You have annulled the high
Les Deux Sevres
l’Official
Lecointepuy Death
Dubreuil Death
Anguis
Cochon Death
du Chatel
Jardpanviller Confinement and transportation
La Somme
du Festel
Saladin Death
Dumont Death
Delecloy Death
Scellier Death
Florent-Louvet Although my opinion does not seem to be that
Sillery
which will prevail, I vote for detention.
de Veritè I cannot be accuser and judge in the same
cause. Confinement and banishment.
Martin
Rivery Confinement
Saint Prix Asselin
Gantois Confinement and banishment
Le Tarn
Soloniac
la Source Death
Marvejols
la Combe Death
Rochegude
Saint Michel Death
Meyer
Gourry As soon as you shall have voted the expulsion
d’Ambermènil
of all the Bourbons, I will vote for the death of
Louis; but not before.
Le Var
Isnard
Escudier Death
Roubaud
Ricard Death
Barras
Charbonier Death
Antiboul
d’Espinassy Death

Confinement and banishment
I have only the quality of legislator; that of
judge is inconsistent with it. I vote for
banishment.
Death
It is very strange that people are so earnest to
follow the penal code when they have not
followed, in the forms of proceeding, any one
of the articles of criminal legislation. I vote for
provisional confinement.
To condemn Louis to death is to provoke a
civil war, to ruin the nation, to overturn the
state, and to destroy liberty altogether. I am for
confinement and banishment.
Confinement and banishment
national court, and are you not afraid that
history will accuse you of having usurped a
power which did not belong to you? I am for
confinement and banishment.
Since all judiciary forms are trampled under
foot, I vote for confinement.
Confinement and banishment
Confinement
Confinement and banishment
Provisional confinement
I declare that I have no power to judge
criminally.
Confinement and transportation
[Absent through sickness]
My electoral assembly was so far from
designing to give me a judicial power that
when it nominated me a deputy, it appointed
two haut jures at the same time. Confinement
and banishment.
My constituents were not so senseless as to
accumulate upon my head all sorts of powers. I
vote for banishment.
Confinement
Confinement
Confinement and banishment
Confinement and banishment
Confinement and banishment
Confinement and transportation
[Absent by illness]

Death
Death, with discussion as to time
Death
Confinement

La Vendee
Goupilleau, l’Ainè
Goupilleau, le jeune
Maignen
Fayo
Musset
Garros

Death
Death
Death
Death
Death, with discussion as to time
Death
La Vienne

Piozzy
Martineau
Ingrand
Thibaudot
Creuzè-Paschal
Gay Vernon
Lesterp-Beauvais
Bordas

Perrin
Poulain
Souhait
Baland
Couhey
Bresson

Le Pelletier
de Saint Fargeau
Herard
J. Boileau
Turreau
Deydier
Merlin
Gautier
Quinette
Jean de Brie
Saint Just
Beffroy
Petit
Fiquet
Loisel
Boucheron

Vidalin
Martel
Izoard
Barety
Borel

Gaudin I cannot imagine that the French people
delegated to us a despotic power—that is, a
power to make laws and to apply them. I am
for confinement and banishment.
Girard Confinement and banishment
Morisson I do not think that Louis is subject to our
jurisdiction; therefore I abstain from voting.

Dutroubornier Confinement and banishment
Bion Confinement and banishment
Creuzè-la-Touche I do not think that men who make laws can
order the death of any man. I vote for
confinement and banishment.
La Haute Vienne
Death
Faye My conscience forbids me to vote for death.
For death, in case of an hostile invasion
la Croix Confinement and banishment
As a measure of safety, I decide for
Rivaud Confinement
confinement.
Soulignac Confinement
Les Vosges
burns and devours us. Judges reject severe
Death
opinions, but we publish with pride the rigor
Death, but not till after the constitution.
of our judgments. Judges mitigate the horror of
Confinement
a condemnation by the expression of pity, but
Confinement
our aversion pursues Louis even under the axe
Confinement and banishment
of the executioner. From hence I conclude that
Judges prostrate themselves before a law that is
we are not judges, and that I cannot vote but
equal for all, but we have violated equality to
for confinement.
make an exception against a single individual.
Noël [Absent by commission]
Judges have a bandage of ice (bandeau glace)
Hugo [Absent by commission]
upon their forehead, but hatred against Louis
L’Yonne
Bourbotte Death
Death
Finot Death, with discussion as to time
Death
Precy Death, but not till after the constitution
Death
Chatelain Confinement and banishment
Death
Death
L’Ain
Royer Confinement and banishment
Death
Mollet Confinement
Death
Death
L’Aisne
Condorcet The punishment of death is contrary to my
Death
principles; I shall never vote for it. I vote for
Death
the heaviest punishment of the penal code
Death
which does not amount to death.
Death
Dupin I am of the same opinion with Monsieur
Death
Condorcet; that is, I vote for confinement in
Death
chains.
Death, with discussion as to time
Belin I vote for death only in case of invasion by the
Death, with discussion as to time
enemy.
L’Allier
Death
Beauchamp Death
Death
Chevalier I think it my duty not to vote.
Hautes Alpes
Confinement
Caseneuve Confinement
Confinement
Serres My country, my conscience, my love of
Confinement
liberty, dictate my vote for detention.
Death
Death
Death
Death
Confinement

Basses Alpes
Maysse
Derbès la Tour
Savornin
Peyze

Death
Death
Death
Death

Verdallin I vote for detention, because the death of Louis
would only cause tyranny to revive.
Reguis Confinement and banishment

L’Ardeche
Saint Martin
Gleizal Death
Soubeyran I vote for death, but not till the expulsion of all
the Bourbons.
Gamon I am for the same punishment, but in case of
Garilhe
invasion by the enemy.
Boissi-d’Anglas Confinement and transportation
Corin-Fustier Confinement and banishment
Ardennes
Vermond
Ferry Death
Bodin
Dubois Death
Thierrier
Robert Death
Blondel
Monesson I consent to death, provided that you first
expel all the Bourbons.
Arriege
Camp
Vadier Death
Lakanal
Espert Death
Gaston
Clauzel Death
Aube
Rabaut
Courtois Death
Robin Death
Garnier Death
Perrin Confinement and banishment
Bonnemain Confinement and deportation
Douge Confinement and deportation
Pierret Confinement and deportation
Duval Confinement and banishment
L’Aude
Morin
Azema Death
Tournier
Girard Death
Marragon
Bonnet Death
Periès
Ramel Death
L’Aveyron
Godefroy-Ysam
Camboulas Death
la Combe Death
Seconds Death
Louchet Death
Baux Death
St Martin-Valogues Confinement and banishment
Lobinès Confinement and banishment
Saint Afrique Confinement and banishment
Bouches du Rhone
Pelissier
Duprat Death
Laurent
Rebecqui Death
Maillane
Barbaroux Death
Bayle Death
Granet Death
du Perret
Gasparin Death
Rovere Death

I would have Louis live, because the
pretensions to royalty will be without any
danger, so long as they shall rest on his head. I
am for life and confinement.
Every irrevocable act which is not ratified by
the people is void. I am therefore for
confinement.
If there shall be an invasion, I vote for death.
Banishment
Perpetual detention
Confinement; death in case of invasion.

Death
Death
Death, with discussion as to time
Persuaded that the ashes, from the funeral pile
of Saint Etienne, kings, like the ashes of
martyrs, only produce others; satisfied also that
my nation ought not to have the ferocity of the
tiger which tears to pieces, but the courage of
the lion which despises, I vote for preserving
Louis as an hostage.

Confinement
Confinement and banishment
Death
Confinement and transportation
Eternal justice forbids us to condemn Louis to
death; because it abhors aggravation, and the
making of ex-post-facto criminal laws, in order
to apply them to acts that are past. Now there
is no written law which inflicts this
punishment upon Louis for any act, before he
was hurled from the throne into a prison. I
satisfy myself in voting for confinement.
Death, with discussion as to time
Death, with discussion as to time
I see more inconvenience in the death of Louis
than in his existence. I vote therefore for
confinement.
Confinement and banishment

Bonnet
Taveau
Jouenne
Dubois
Dubais Fauchet

Milhau
la Coste
Tarriè
Peuvergue

Bellegarde
Chedanau
Guinberteau
Chazaud
Brun
Bernard
Nion
Echasseriaux
Brèard
Ruamps
Lozeau
Vinet
Garnicr
Giraud

Foucher
La Brunerie
Peltier
Baucheton
Dugêne
Brival
Lannot
Borie
Chambon
Salicetti
Chiappe

Peraldi

Calvados
Vardon
Death
L’Homond
Death
Doulcet
Death
Cussy
Death, only in case of invasion
The convention has no right to accumulate, to
confound, and to exercise all powers. It is the
Le Got
right of tyranny alone. I may be subjected to it,
Belleville
but I never will practice it. I am no judge, and
Dumont
therefore can only vote for detention.
Cantal
Thibault
Death
Meseujac
Death
Chabanon
Death
Maille
My conscience tells me that the death of Louis
would be prejudicial to the republic.
La Charente
Ribereau
Death
Cuvelier
Death, with discussion as to time
de Vars
Death
Maulde
Death
Death
Charente Inferieure
d’Autriche
Death
Death
Death
Death
Death
Death, with discussion as to time
Death
de Chezeau
Death
As a legislator I think it most beneficial that
Louis should live.
Le Cher
Alasseur
Death
Death
Death
Confinement
Confinement
La Correze
Death
Lidon
Death, with discussion as to time
Penieres
Death
Lafond
Death
Corsica
Andrèe
Death
Having nothing to do with the application of
Bansio
punishment. I consider only the security of my
fellow citizens, which is the supreme law; in a
Casabianca
word, I am for detention.
Mottedo
Confinement and banishment

I declare myself incompetent
Confinement
Confinement and banishment
I do not think that the glory or the interest of
the French people permit them to strike a
vanquished enemy. I vote for confinement.
Confinement
Confinement and banishment
Confinement and banishment
Confinement and banishment
Confinement and banishment
Confinement and banishment
[Absent with leave]

Death
Death
Confinement and banishment
Confinement and banishment

I declare that my sentiments are subject to no
undue influence of any sort. So far are we from
being judges as well as legislators, that you
decided yesterday that we are not judges; I
mean, by your resolution, that this question
should be determined by a simple majority of
votes.
Confinement and banishment

What says history? Caesar was assassinated,
and had a successor. The English sacrificed
their tyrant, and returned to their chains.
Rome banished her kings, and had liberty. I am
for banishment.
Death
Death
I think it my duty to abstain from voting.

The punishment for Louis can be no other than
that of forfeiture.
I flatter myself that I shall deserve well of my
country in voting for detention.
Provisional confinement
Confinement

Côte d’Or
Death
Death
Death
Death
Death
Death, with discussion as to time
Death
That I may not accumulate all functions, I
think it is my duty to abstain from
pronouncing any juridical punishment.
Rameau It is not in your power to give me the quality
of judge, which I have not received from the
sovereign. Accordingly I do not think myself
bound by this monstrous decree.

Bazire
Guyton-Morveau
Prieur
Oudot
Treilhard
Guyot
Berthier
Lambert

Côtes du Nord
Londe Death
Couppè Of the two punishments proposed to be
inflicted on Louis, I choose the mildest, that is
detention.
Champeaux My constituents have deputed me to make
laws, and not to judge.
Gautier, le jeune Perpetual confinement
Fleury Perpetual confinement
Giraud Perpetual confinement
La Creuse
Huguet Death
Guyes Death
de Bourges In my capacity as legislator, I am unwilling to
deliberate and to give my vote upon the
question, what punishment shall be inflicted
on Louis.
La Dordogne
la Marque Death
Pinet Death
Lacoste Death
Taillefer Death
Peussard Death
Allafort Death
Lambert Confinement
Bouquier Death
Roux-Fazillac Death
Doubs
Michaud Death
Vernety Death
Monnot Death
Besson Death

Julien Death
Santeyra Death
Boisset Death
Jacomin Death
Collaud de la Salcette Death, in case only of invasion

La Drome

Marcy The convention may set itself up for a jury; but
it can be only to judge the crime, and not the
criminal. To pass a definitive judgment upon
Louis is, in my opinion, an outrage against the
definitive will of the nation. To pronounce
sentence of death is an usurpation of the right
of the Sovereign. I will not be a judge—I
cannot and I ought not to be one.
Representatives of the people! You have
destroyed the despot; suffer the man to live.
Let him drag in captivity a groveling life. You
are the depositaries of French honor. Europe
has her eyes upon you. Posterity is advancing.
It will judge you, and its voice will pass
through ages.
Gondelin I am not afraid of menaces. I am ready to
sacrifice my blood for my country. I vote,
according to my conscience, for detention.
Guyomard The re-union of all powers characterizes
despotism, whether it be in an individual, or in
a body of men. It is bad policy to multiply the
number of our enemies fourfold, and to lavish
the blood of our brethren. Shall we then, by
punishing Louis, augment the list of victims
still more? I vote for confinement.
Tenier As history teaches, that from the ashes of one
king another springs up, I vote for detention.
Coutisson Confinement
Jaurand Confinement
Baraillon, Provisional confinement

Meynard My reason tells me that I cannot both make
and apply the law; it tells me that I cannot
destroy the effect of the law, in order to
substitute my own will in its place; it tells me
in short, that the blending of powers is too
arbitrary for the government of a free people,
and that I ought not to vote, but (as a measure
of public safety) for provisional confinement.

Guyrot I do not condemn Louis to death, because,
when I open the penal code, I see that other
forms were necessary, other judges, and other
principles. I am for confinement.
Sèguin Confinement, and banishment
Fayolle I have never been satisfied that the convention
should set itself up for a court of justice.
Confinement.
Martinet Confinement
Marbos Confinement
Gèrente Confinement

Lindet, l’Ainè
Buzot
Duroy
Bouillerot
Lindet, le jeune
Richou

la Croix
Brissot
Pethion,
le Sage
Loiseau
Boham
Blad
Guernoi
Guermeur
Marcè
Queince
Kervelegan
Jal
Leyris
Vouland
Chazal, fils

l’Eure
Le Marechal
Death
Death
Death
Death
Vallèe
Death
Foreseeing that the death of Louis will be the
Savary
source of bitter misfortunes, I should regard
Topsent
myself as unworthy the name of citizen, if I
voted for his punishment. Confinement and
banishment.
l’Eure et Loire
Châles
Death
Fremenger
Death
Giroust
Death
Confinement
Bourgeois
Death, with delay
Finisterre
Kleber
Death
Gommaire
Death
Death
Death
Confinement and banishment
Confinement and transportation
I am of the same opinion as the last.
Le Gard
Death
Tavernel
Death
Death
Aubry
Death
Rabaut-Pommier
Balla

That I may not be reproached with having
swerved from my mission, and with having set
an example of the most monstrous tyranny, I
vote for confinement.
I am for provisional confinement, and for
death in case the French territory be invaded.
Confinement
Confinement

Death
Death
Having no power to vote but as a legislator, I
am for detention.
Confinement
Confinement
Considering the past events which I have seen,
considering the present events which I now
behold, and considering those future events
which apprehend, I am of opinion that the life
of Louis is of more value to the republic than
his death.
Death, but not until after the ratification of the
constitution
The same
The same
Confinement
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